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Beladonna simulator of spacecraft 
rendezvous and docking
June 6, 1985 10:39 AM (Moscow 
time) Soyuz T-13» (crew members: 
Vladimir Dzhanibekov, Commander; 
Viktor Savinykh, Flight Engineer) 
l a u n c h e d  f r o m  B a i k o n u r  
Cosmodrome Site 1. Soyuz T-13 is a 
manned spacecraft whose mission 
w as to re tu rn  S a lyu t 7 to its 
operational status. This spaceflight 
was one of the most sophisticated and 
successful space m issions ever 
performed by Soviet and Russian 
cosmonauts. That was the first flight 
to dock with manually with an inert 
space station, as well as to restore the 
space station in extreme conditions.

Crew of astronauts: Dzhanibekov V.A., Savinykh VP.

1979

Earlier our team designed and produced the first 
ever at Baikonur Cosmodrome sim ulator of 
spacecraft rendezvous and docking. Its main 
function was to maintain the skills of approaching, 
flying around, docking and undocking Soyuz 
spacecraft with orbital station. This simulator (Bivni) 
was implemented in 1980 and served for initial 
training of all Russian and international crew 
members, as well as a fte r-fligh t research.



Belladonna approach and docking 
simulator
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Operator workstation in Salyut 7 simulator Operator workstation of 'Bivni' simulator (Soyuz
transport spacecraft)

'Belladonna' simulator, including Salyut station simulator as well 
as 'Soyuz' transport spacecraft dedicated simulator of approach 
and docking. 'Soyuz' simulator was used to train crews for Salyut 
program in 1979-1986. This experience created a good basis for 
further more complicated projects. Such a big simulator complex 
was built for the first time in USSR.



'Ermak' simulator complex for 'Mir' program

The structure:

Don-17KS

Don-21

Don-37KE

Simulators of TD, O, I modules 

Don-GP (Glavnyy Post)



'Mir' space complex simulator



Building 'Ermak 35', the first simulator for the 'Buran' 
program in the USSR, in the Yuri Gagarin Training Center

'Buran' spacecraft simulator's interior



Complex simulator of the Zvezda Service
Moduie (the Russian segment)

1998 The Yuri Gagarin Cosmonaut Training Center began the exploitation 
of the Zvezda Service Module simulator in August 1998. For the first 
time in history of the Russian cosmonautics the simulator's exploitation 
began before the spacecraft itself.

The real Zvezda Service Module was launched on July 12, 
2000 and docked to the ISS on July 26, 2000. Further, up to 
2016, the Zvezda Service Module simulator had been 
upgraded several times and still remains active.



Complex simulator of the ISS
Russian segment
The following tasks may be performed on the simulator:

- spacecraft crew training on dynamic operations;

- training on working with on-flight research and experimental 

technology;

- training on medical and biological experiments

- training assembling skills, maintenance and 
service;

- training on conservating and d 
econservating the ISS

- studying the full-scale mock-up of the 
ISS service module and its systems

- training crew members on video 
recording;

- training practical skills on 
working with 
on-board systems
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Complex simulator of Functional Cargo Block (FGB) 
of the ISS Russian segment

This simulator is designed and constructed by the Center for 
space simulator building and put into exploitation in August 
1998 before the real Zarya module was placed on orbit by 
Proton launching missile on November 20, 1998.

Later the simulator was updated according to Zarya's 
modifications and is still functioning.

The simulator serves for training on Zarya program.
Its main objectives are as follows:

- spacecraft crew training on dynamic - '
operations;

- training on working with on-flight research 
and experimental technology

- training assembling skills 
maintenance and service

- training on conservating and 
deconservating the FGB

training crew members on video recording;

training practical skills on working with on
board systems;

training off-optimum situation skills, in 
particular,

decompression of living segments and 
docked modules.

1998 Exterior and interior of the FGB simuiator



Complex simulator of the Functional
Cargo block of the ISS Russian Segment
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The simulator s structure:

Operator workstation; 
Communication simulation system 
Electric power system;
On-board documentation.

The interior of operator workstation



Complex simulator of the docking module of
the ISS Russian segment (S01 simulator)
This simulator was put into exploitation in the Yuri Gagarin 
training center in 2003, where later (before 2016) it was 
updated according to modifications in the real spacecraft. 
The simulator serves for training on Pirs program.

Its main objectives are as follows:

- training assembling skills, maintenance and service;

- training on conservating and deconservating 
the docking module;

- studying the full-scale mock-up of the docking^i^ 
module and its systems

- training crew members on video 
recording

- training practical skills on working 
with on-board systems

- training crew members on 
extravehicular activites
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- training off-optimum 
situation skills, in particular, 

decompression of Sol living 
segments and docked modules.
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The SOI simulator's structure is as follows:

operator working station; 

electric power system;

- training management system;

- on-board-ground communication system;

- exploitation documents.

2003
S01 simulator among the other ISS Russian segment simuiators



Vykhod-2 dedicated simulator
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This simulator replaced Vykhod-1 when in 2001 the 
Yuri Gagarin training center gave a right to build 
Vykhod-2 to the Center for space simulators 
building.
The simulator serves to train cosmonauts activity 
with EVA space suits and the ISS segments 
equipment at all stages of docking and EVA.

Vykhod-2 main objectives are as follows:
- preparing space suits for EVA;
- training of working in space suits in optimum and 
off-optimum situations;
- complex training of docking cycles in optimum and 
off-optimum situations.



Youth educational cosmocenter 
after G.S. Shonin
This was the first youth educational ^
cosmocenter in Russia, it was 
opened in Novocherkassk affiliate ^
of the Center for space simulator ^
bu ild ing in 2005. The pro ject 2
assum ed bu ild ing  in te ra c tive  g
analogues of manned aero- and §
spacecrafts. Its prime objective was 
to simulate the full circle of space c
flight on the ISS program for high ro
school and university students. ^
At Astron cosm ocenter young ^
people have an opportunity to train 
on rea lis tic  and v irtua l space >
simulators. They are placed in the ^
Russian and US ISS segments, °
study on-board systems and work in a
off-optimum situations.
More than 11 thousands of young cd
people from different cities of the °
South and North-Caucasus Federal 
D i s t r i c t s  h a v e  v i s i t e d  t he  ^
cosmocenter since it was opened. It 3
is often visited by cosmonauts, who 
participate in meetings with young 
people and conduct workshops. In 
total, 11 heroes of Space visited 
cosmocenter and highly estimated 
its technology.

V.V. Tsybliev, cosmonaut, Hero of the 
Russian FederationI; A.N. Naumov; V.E.

Shukshunov, director generai of the 
Center for space simuiator buiiding with 

students at Astron cosmocenter
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2005
Training to search descend moduie at 

the interactive heiicopter, 
Astron cosmocenter



The simulator of Soyuz-TMA transport spaceship 
for high school students training in Nizhniy 
Novaorod Planetarium
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The “spaceship crew” of high schooi students in 
Nizhniy Novgorod conducts a virtuai space fiight in 

Soyuz-TMA transport spaceship simuiator

In 2007 a special hall was open in Nizhniy Novgorod Planetarium where 
engineers of the Center for Space Simulators Building assembled of 
Soyuz-TMA transport spaceship simulator. This hall is always full of 
children, who are looking forward to take seats in a spacecraft and to 
dock with the virtual ISS.
The simulator of Soyuz-TMA transport spaceship is still active and gives 
children an opportunity to carry out their first virtual space flight to the 
International Space Station.



Teleoperator' dedicated approach and
docking simulator of transport spacecraft and ISS modules

2008 Teleoperator' was built and put into exploitation in 2008. During 
2009-2015 it was upgraded according to the requirements of the 
customer after the launch of the ISS new modules (MIM 1, MIM 
2, MLM) and construction of new spacecrafts.

Teleoperator -  is a dedicated simulator, which serves for remote 
control of approach, rendezvous and docking of cargo transport 
spacecraft and modules to the ISS. This teleoperation mode of 
control (also known as TORU) is used in case of fail of 
automatic control mode.



Don-Soyuz-TMA dedicated simulator

This dedicated simulator of approach and docking is an effective on
ground training facility, a complex of hardware and software 
integrated into a system. Its prime objectives are as follows:

- controlling Soyuz-TMA transport spacecraft during approaching, 
docking, flying around and undocking with the ISS in optimum and 
off-optimum situations;

- training crew members on automatic approaching an docking 
Soyuz-TMA to the ISS, operation in manned mode during off- 
optimum situations;

- training 2 crew teams simultaneously on approach and docking;

- training crew teams in the immediate undocking mode during off- 
optimum situations;

- training on working with updated Neptun-ME;

- training on working with VSK-4T cosmonaut visor;

- studying layout of descend module;

- simulation of virtual environment;

- conducting radio communication with on-ground facilities.
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Mockup of Neptun-ME-T control panel, 
installed into operator working station of 

TMA/TMA2 simulators
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Don-Soyuz-TMA control panel
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Simulator of 
communication system

Don-Soyuz-TMA dedicated simulator



Training mockup of Soyuz-TMA transport 
spacecraft



Interactive complex in Memorial Museum of 
Cosmonautic in Moscow

Virtual copy of Soyuz-TMA Stereo projection system Full-scale simulator of Soyuz-TMA
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In 2009 the Center for Space Simulator Building installed an interactive 
complex in Memorial Museum of Cosmonautics in Moscow with following 
simulators: virtual copies of Soyuz-TMA with search and rescue 
helicopter, virtual International Space Station as well as stereo projection 
system.

These new interactive exhibits have greatly changed the everyday 
life of the museum and required finding out new forms of interaction 
with visitors. The simulation part of the Museum requires not only 
sightseeing, but real contact with technology, as well as full 
involvement in process of cosmonaut training.
The leadership of the Museum organizes staff training, everyday 
exploitation of complex as well as interesting excursions and quests.

2009



Astron Cosmocentre in the Don affiliate of the Centre for 
Simulator Building in Novocherkassk

ItH

The Cosmocentre includes the following simulators:
- interactive full-scale mock-up of Yuri Gagarin's Vostok;
- interactive full-scale mock-up of Soyuz-TMA (1 space 

crew team, 3 space crew members in each team)
- interactive virtual Soyuz-TMA (3 space crew teams, 3 
space crew members in each team);
- virtual International space station (1 space crew team, 6 
space members in each team).

- Stereo projection complex for 30 persons
1. Excursion mode of the ISS modules exterior and 
interior.
2. Interactive mode of flying around the ISS and missions 
inside the ISS.
- the virtual Mission Control Center;
- informational zone;
- interactive mock-up of search and rescue helicopter;
- multimedia room -  conference hall (20 students, 12 
conference participants).



Don-ERA simulator 
(the European Robot Arm)
The purpose of the simulator is to train the 
ISS crew members for operating the 
European Robot Arm, the ISS manipulator 
arm.

Don-ERA simulator's prime objectives are:

- to train cosmonauts and astronauts to 
operate the ERA in optimum and off- 
optimum situations;

- to train methods of manipulating ERA;

- to train instructors;

- mission evaluation. IBS! IB  TpeHamep 
jifoH‘ERA
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2010 The training mock-up of operator workstation



Vostok-1 interactive fuli-scale mock-up

The interior of Vostok-1
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The interactive full-scale mock-up disposes all onboard systems of 
the real Vostok-1 spacecraft.
The full-scale mock-up simulates the exterior and interior of Vostok-1, 
the first Soviet manned spacecraft, and allows modelling the flight of 
Yuri Gagarin, the first space flight of a human.
The trainee is placed in cockpit, communicates with on-ground centre 
controls onboard systems, reports to Flight Director.



Youth educational cosmocenter at the 
Yuri Gagarin training center
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Multimedia conference haii Muitimedia ciassroom

Its main goals are as follows:
- conducting conferences and videoconferences;
- storage of lectures and presentations;
- carrying out classroom studying with presentations;
- carrying out classroom with the use of interactive blackboard, beamer 
and 5.1 audiosystem for effective presentation (2d graphics, speech, 
audio, texts, structures hypertext, video and graphics) on dynamic

scenario, prepared in advance;
- diagnostics of terminal equipment;
- automatic testing of students (cosmonauts) during studying in a 
classroom;
- providing electronic support materials to students;
- data exchange with various departments of the Cosmocenter via 
LAN integrated into the corporate network of the Cosmocenter.



Complex simulator of the Mini-Research Module 1 (MRM-1)

The simulator was built during 2011-2013. A fter approval tests in October 
2013 it was put into exploitation.
In 2014-2015 it was upgraded according to tests recommendations.
The main objectives of MRM-1 simulator are as follows
- to study module's exterior and interior;
- to train of operating onboard systems in optimum 
situations;
- to train crew actions in off-optimum situations
- to conduct a radio exchange and onboard 
communications;
- to carry out complex multi-segment trainings 
with the ISS crew members;
- to work with onboard documentation
- to train of operating research systems
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Operator workstation of MRM-1 disposes the
following portable research systems

Glavboks-S
TBU-N thermostat
TBU-V thermostat
vibro protection platform VZP-U for on-orbit

experiments

2013


